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1. Introduction

Sovereignty implies policy autonomy. Demands for policy autonomy are frequent and can produce conflict with the central government. Unmet demand for autonomy is behind more than a third of all civil wars since 1945. These wars, and many more lower-level conflicts, both violent and nonviolent, are fought over a wide spectrum of policy autonomy demands, ranging from demands for fiscal policy autonomy to movements for national independence. The presence of sovereignty demand of any kind reveals conflict between the state and a geographically concentrated minority group (usually an ethnic minority). This paper asks if economic factors matter for conflicts over sovereignty in economically or politically decentralized states.

We argue that economic factors matter because of a basic tradeoff between income and sovereignty. Sovereignty, or autonomy over policies that can affect the production of group-specific public goods, is itself a public good that is costly to produce. A group that is sovereign in a given geographical region can provide citizenship, education, security, and other goods to its members. The costs associated with producing those goods should moderate the scope and intensity of demands for sovereignty. But the economic tradeoff is not the only determinant of sovereignty demand. We try to understand the role of economic factors while taking into account demographic and other determinants of sovereignty demand.

The effect of income on sovereignty demand is still an open question in the literature. Some political scientists (most prominently, Horowitz 1985) advance a social-psychological perspective, arguing that poorer or more “backward” groups are more likely to want to secede in an effort to increase their group’s social status. By contrast, economists and rational choice sociologists (Spolaore 2008; Hechter 2001) concentrating on the economic costs of sovereignty posit the opposite relationship, since groups or regions with higher income should be in a better position to provide public goods. Our approach is consistent with this economic perspective and considers demands for sovereignty as bids for a measure of decentralization. Thus we draw on the intuition of earlier economic studies of separatism in which the ability to “exit” is partly a
function of income (e.g. Buchanan and Faith 1987). Our thinking is consistent with Tiebout’s (1956) classic model in which the decentralized provision of public goods is an efficient response to competition among sub-national governments over investment, firms, or residents in the presence of heterogeneous preferences. This logic can be found in several earlier economic studies of the determinants of fiscal decentralization. (e.g. Oates 1972; Panizza 1999). In an early contribution to the literature, using country-level data, Oates (1972) showed that, if economies of scale for the production of public goods are not too large, then decentralization can lead to more efficient allocation of resources by targeting public goods provision to the preferences of local communities. By this logic, decentralization should reduce social conflict (see Hechter 2001). This is the basic intuition that our paper explores.

Although this economic argument for decentralization as a conflict-resolution strategy seems straight-forward, decentralization may also fuel conflict, leading to ever-growing demands for sovereignty (Hechter 2000). It can do so by empowering institutions at sub-national levels of government or regional parties with residual rights of control over important policy areas (Riker 1964; Weingast 1995; Brancati 2006). By weakening central authority, decentralization can lead to an escalation of conflict.¹

The lack of scholarly consensus on the effects of decentralization calls for greater attention to the conditions under which decentralization is likely to have an integrative effect (for such a study, see Bakke and Wibbels 2006), and, to the contrary, to the conditions generating demand for sovereignty. Answers to both of these questions are offered in the diverse literatures on decentralization, nationalism, ethnic conflict and civil war. Not surprisingly, given the complexity of the questions and the different assumptions that underlie these studies, there are many conflicting explanations for the demand for sovereignty.

¹ The breakdown of the USSR offers a good example of this argument. Variants of this institutional view include Bunce (1999); Hale (2004); Beissinger (2002).
Conflict over sovereignty is thought to be more likely when the distribution of costs and benefits of continued political integration is unequal among regions; when state institutions develop through the systematic exclusion of ethnic minorities; when countries include groups with a distinct cultural (national) identity; when ethnic minorities are territorially concentrated; when economic inequalities generate group-specific grievances reinforced by political discrimination; when regional modes of production and economic specialization coincide with ethnic cleavages and reinforce patterns of economic inequality among groups or regions; when the center encroaches on a group’s or region’s pre-existing freedoms, supplanting indirect for direct rule; when economic benefits of continued integration are insignificant relative to economic benefits that are available through secession; when ethnic and class cleavages are not cross-cutting, encouraging polarization; when there is a history of government discrimination against ethnic minorities; when there is minimal locational interdependence among production sectors in an economy; when federal institutions are controlled by self-interested politicians.

---

2 See Bolton, Roland and Spolaore (1996). Norway’s secession from Sweden in 1905 was at least partly the result of Norway’s dissatisfaction with the consular and other services that Sweden was providing to Norwegian sailors (Bartkus 1999, 22). By contrast, the formation of a unified Czechoslovakia in 1918 was only possible due to the Czechs’ agreement to establish governmental and educational institutions in Slovakia to safeguard Slovak identity.

3 Wimmer (2002); Buhaug, Cederman, and Rod (2008).


9 This argument cuts two ways. Richer regions can demand independence if they believe they are better off without supporting poorer regions. See Gourevitch (1979) and Bartkus (1999) for examples from Quebec. But poorer regions may also demand autonomy as a strategy to extract concessions from the center. See Hechter (1975); Rokkan and Unwin (1983); Horowitz (1985); Ragin (1979); Nielson (1980).


11 Buhaug, Cederman, Rod (2008).

12 See Buchanan and Faith (1987). This could mean that the political benefits of continued membership in the predecessor state for group elites are smaller than the expected political gains from secession; or that there are no security benefits to remaining in the state; or that secession will not create new internal or external security threats that make the new state not viable.
who pursue separatist agendas for private gain;\textsuperscript{13} when decentralization influences the central government’s ability to provide defense for its citizens or when regime change weakens the center, creating opportunity for regional challenges to central government authority.\textsuperscript{14}

These rival claims do not settle the debate on the role of economic factors in conflict over sovereignty. To move the debate forward, we draw on those rich literatures to develop a model of conflict over sovereignty that can isolate the effect of economic factors.

We break with previous approaches in a number of ways. First, contrary to most other studies, we argue that determinants of sovereignty demand are likely to be rooted in region characteristics, so our analysis shifts the focus away from countries and toward sub-national regions and our unit of analysis is the second-tier administrative subdivision of all countries in our sample.\textsuperscript{15}

Second, since the extant literature has not yet explained why some sovereignty demands turn violent while others are peaceful, we collect data on both violent and non-violent movements for self-determination, which allows us to check if all demands for sovereignty share a set of common determinants. Our data also allow us to study violent conflicts over sovereignty separately and engage with a substantial literature on separatist ethnic conflict and civil wars that has to date used countries or country-years as the unit of analysis.

Third, we collect information on a wide range of demands for self-determination, not just separatist war. We do not exclude nonviolent demands or regionalist demands because that would amount to restricting the analysis on the basis of an assumption that they have different

\textsuperscript{13} See Meadwell (1991) and Bunce (1999) with reference to Yugoslavia. On elite incentives in regional parties and movements as they bargain over representation at the center, see Sorens (2005). For a discussion of the “pull” of Europe, with regional parties proliferating as a result of the process of European integration and the availability of regional development assistance out of the European Union’s structural funds, see Keating, Loughlin, and Deschouwer (2003).

\textsuperscript{14} Treisman (1997).

\textsuperscript{15} Another approach might be to study ethnic groups as units of analysis, but groups seeking sovereignty usually have geographical referents in mind and sovereignty demands can be made by groups that are not recognized as ethnic on the basis of linguistic or religious characteristics, so they would be excluded from most relevant datasets. We treat regional demands as demands made by and on behalf of groups or coalitions of groups that claim to represent the region.
causes than other sovereignty claims. Our approach is to test if economic factors underlie claims for sovereignty.\textsuperscript{16} Thus, even though decentralization, regionalism, nationalism, and secessionism have been studied in isolation, we argue that there is no natural divide between these phenomena.

The paper is organized in four sections beyond the introduction. Section 2 presents an economic model of the demand for sovereignty, explaining conflict as arising from a discrepancy between observed and desired sovereignty in the regions. Section 3 describes the data. Section 4 presents the results of our data analysis. Section 5 concludes with a discussion of theoretical and policy implications of our study.

2. A Model of the Demand for Sovereignty

We propose a model of the demand for sovereignty that should explain at least partially, all such demands, ranging from decentralization, to regionalism, to independence. In most general terms, sovereignty demands are an increasing function of differences between a region and the center (the government, which we refer to as the center, represents the rest of the country). These differences can be economic, political, cultural, or historical.\textsuperscript{17} Drawing on large literatures on decentralization, nationalism, and ethnic conflict in political science, economics, and sociology, we capture theoretical insights from those literatures in equation 1, which describes the sources of regional difference, leading to sovereignty demand:

\[
S_{ij}^d = f(s_{ij}, F_{ij}, R_{ij}, I_j, G_{ij}, H_{ij}, P_j)
\]

\textsuperscript{16} This approach assumes that one cannot determine the groups’ true preferences over the degree of sovereignty simply by observing their claims; and that the scope and intensity of sovereignty demands can be endogenous to the claim-making process. Thus both the violence/nonviolence distinction and the extent of autonomy sought by a group or a region can be rooted in the same factors, but the final expression of sovereignty demands might change as a result of a path-dependent process of bargaining between the state and groups seeking self-determination.

\textsuperscript{17} Contrary to the instrumentalist literature, we assume that sovereignty demands cannot be constructed by elites if conditions are unfavorable. Our model would not have explanatory power if sovereignty claims could be strategic or unrelated to an underlying, observable sovereignty gap.
In this reduced-form model, $S_{ij}^{d*}$ is the desired level of sovereignty of region $i$ in country $j$; $s_{ij}$ is the share of the region in total country income; $F_{ij}$ is an index of regional ethno-religious or cultural differentiation (distinctiveness) from the rest of the country; $R_{ij}$ is the regional endowment in natural resources; $G_{ij}$ is regional inter-personal inequality; $I_{ij}$ is the degree of economic inequality between regions; $H_{ij}$ is the historical basis for regional distinctiveness; and $P_{ij}$ is an institutional variable, measuring country-level political institutions. All variables but two are region-specific.

If decentralization satisfies local-regional demands for policy autonomy, then there should be less unmet demand for sovereignty in countries with a positive level of decentralization as compared to centralized countries. Institutional differences in the regional distribution of decision-making authority matter, as they empower regional elites in ways that are not available in highly centralized systems.\(^{18}\) Thus, as mentioned in the Introduction, our model and empirical analysis focus on countries with a positive level of decentralization, including (but not limited to) federal systems.\(^{19}\)

Our assumption is that sovereignty in-and-of-itself is desirable—more freedom is better. This does not mean that sovereignty will always be desired in practice because there are tradeoffs and opportunity costs. But, policy freedom without responsibilities should be desirable. In practice, aspiring sovereign entities face a tradeoff between income and sovereignty.\(^{20}\)

\(^{18}\) See McAdam et al (1996, 146). Bunce (1999) makes this argument with reference to Yugoslavia; and Treisman (1997) with reference to Russia, where Autonomous Republics, which enjoyed greater institutional capacity than autonomous oblasts, had greater bargaining advantage in negotiating fiscal transfers from the center.

\(^{19}\) See Bermeo and Amoretti (2004) on the differences among types of federal systems, questioning the validity of a simple dichotomy between unitary and federal systems.

\(^{20}\) This tradeoff is at the core of some theories of nationalism (Hechter 2001). See, also, Author (2000), who models a concave transformation curve of sovereignty into income, implying decreasing returns to sovereignty. The model refers to countries, not regions. There are important differences in how the tradeoff between income and sovereignty would apply to countries as compared to sub-national regions. For example, more sovereignty for countries would imply less integration in the world economy; for regions, more sovereignty would imply less integration with the central government, but potentially more integration with international institutions and the global economy.
may want freedom to decide matters of language, education, taxation, or to establish labor or environmental standards, but these rights come at a price: they may entail greater costs to business, they may lower the level of the region’s economic integration with the rest of the country, and hence lower per capita income in the region, or reduce the region’s growth rate.

We also assume that there are increasing returns to scale in the production of sovereignty – a standard assumption in the literature.\(^{21}\) The per-capita cost of public goods production such as defense declines with group size, so it does not make sense to be a sovereign nation of one. Combined with the previous assumption, this “natural limit” to sovereignty implies that the trade-off between sovereignty and income is less sharp for larger regions. Small regions can also claim sovereignty, but they face steeper costs.\(^{22}\)

Finally, we assume that decentralized systems require a system of horizontal redistribution from richer to poorer regions to create incentives for poorer regions to remain part of the system. This institutional characteristic of decentralization implies that the demand for sovereignty may be fundamentally different in decentralized relative to centralized systems, where richer regions will not be forced to share their wealth in the same way.

Next, we consider how each of the variables listed in equation (1) affect the demand for sovereignty, in light of the tradeoff between sovereignty and income.

“Size” Variables: Income & Population

California in the U.S., Shanghai in China, Punjab in India – these are all regions that are both rich (relative to the nation-wide average) and populous (also in relative terms). The logic of the sovereignty-income tradeoff suggests that they will demand a high level of sovereignty.


\(^{22}\) This is a common argument. See, among others, Hale (2000). The opposite view is put forth by Horowitz (1985, 131), who argues that secession is often pursued without regard for the economic losses. Even if in some cases the desire for independence may trump economic considerations, it should still be the case that for larger regions the economic costs of a given level of sovereignty should be lower.
because they face a less steep income-sovereignty tradeoff. Such regions will often be core regions of a country. If they form the core of a decentralized system and derive non-economic benefits (security, prestige) from membership in a larger state, these regions will not want more sovereignty and will not push for the expulsion of smaller, poorer regions.

Smaller but rich regions should also demand a high degree of sovereignty if they are net transfer-donors. Examples are Catalonia in Spain, Gujarat in India, or the Baltic republics in the former USSR. These cannot be core regions, since their population size is small and their share in total income is limited. Poorer and smaller regions will accept a low degree of sovereignty. If transfers flow their way, they will be content to remain part of a decentralized political system. The position of populous, but relatively poor regions is ambiguous. Their population size may lead them to claim high sovereignty. But, they may be willing to accept less sovereignty in exchange for resource transfers.

Since it is the product of per capita GDP and population size (both normalized by the country averages) that determines demand for sovereignty, we hypothesize that:

\[ H1: \text{The share of the region in total country income (s)}_j \text{ should be positively related to demand for sovereignty.} \]

---

23 At the time of California’s accession to the Union, the federal government already exercised control over its territory, so the state did not negotiate its entry as it might have if the option of secession was realistic. Thus, large states like California had two senators just like small states, which is a rule favoring small states. But congressional representation was proportional to population size, as was (roughly) representation in the electoral college, hence stronger states were given greater power.

24 We do not consider the effect of supranational institutions on rich regions’ demand for sovereignty. Sovereignty may be more profitable if regions can become integrated in a supranational organization or conglomerate, such as the European Union (EU). EU membership imposes some sovereignty restrictions, but the regions can become net recipients of subsidies as weaker members of the conglomerate. Slovenia may be a good example. However, the relationship will depend on complex institutional rules, which may explain why we have not seen an explosion of regionalist movements in Europe.
**Ethno-Cultural Differences**

A second source of regional difference is culture. Ethnic, religious, racial, or other cultural differences between individuals, groups, or regions can be the source of conflict if they result in different preferences over the allocation of public goods and cost-sharing.\(^{25}\) A premise of many arguments on ethnic conflict is that ethnicity somehow nurtures in-group solidarity and out-group mistrust. Solidarity may derive from the greater ease of social communication among group members (Deutsch 1966); or from the sense of belonging that a kinship-based identity is thought to promote (Weber 1978); or it may be a mixture of “willed adherence” and external pressures that elites manipulate to form and support an identity group (Gellner 1983). Even without in-group solidarity, ethnic minorities that control a region may be mistrustful of the center’s promises of power-sharing since the center can easily renege on its promises.

We do not focus on the sources of ethnic group cohesion here as we are more concerned with its consequences. If a vast literature on ethnicity, nationalism, and identity politics is right, then ethnic differences within a region should impede regions’ ability to organize demands for sovereignty. On the other hand, ethnic homogeneity within a region combined with ethnic difference between the region and the rest of the country \((F_d)\) should increase demands for sovereignty. We label this variable “regional distinctiveness.”

For a given level of regional distinctiveness, regions with larger groups should demand more sovereignty since it is easier for them to provide public goods. But group size is not enough. We must also consider the territorial concentration of ethnic groups (Horowitz 1991, Hechter 2001). A key difference between ethnic groups and nations is that nations are concentrated in a region that they see as their homeland.\(^{26}\) Group concentration establishes clear

\(^{25}\) This is a common claim though there is debate over the precise way in which cultural differences matter. Some research emphasizes the role of ethnic polarization (Montalvo and Reynal-Querol 2005); other the effects of minority group exclusion (Cederman and Girardin 2007; Buhaug, Cederman, and Rod 2008).

\(^{26}\) This is not the only difference that matters. National identity is the result of a socialization process, anchored in mass schooling that teaches individuals to ascribe to the identity of a given
regional boundaries that can fuel sovereignty demands. In a homogenous country such as Japan, regions’ ethnic compositions are roughly the same with a single group dominant in all regions. Demand for sovereignty does not arise in this setup. The same is true if there are ethnically heterogeneous regions in an equally ethnically heterogeneous country (the United States offers examples of states with no substantial difference between regional and country-wide level of ethnic heterogeneity). What matters in both cases, is that regional distinctiveness is small. Demand for sovereignty arises when regional distinctiveness is high, as for example when a fairly ethnically homogeneous region is different from the rest of the country. *Prima facie* support of this hypothesis is found in state efforts in multi-ethnic countries to dilute the ethnic homogeneity of regions by gerrymandering internal borders.\(^{27}\) Thus, we hypothesize that:

\[ H2: \text{Regions that are ethnically different should demand more sovereignty.} \]

**Inequality**

The distribution of resources among groups in any state is a source of conflict. A common claim is that a high degree of economic inequality leads to crime and violence. The usual measure of inequality is the Gini coefficient, measuring inter-personal income inequality at the country level. In this study, we use, for the first time, a measure of inter-personal income inequality at the regional level. This information is derived from household survey data and allows us to compute inter-personal inequality for almost 900 regions from 48 countries, for one year in the period from 1998-2003.

High within-regional income inequality \((G_i)\) may be considered in two different ways. First, it may hamper efforts to collectively organize a regional demand for sovereignty because

---

\(^{27}\) Dilution can also occur through assimilation (as in Greece’s strategy toward Slavic-speaking groups in the post-war period) or through forced population movements (Stalin’s deportations of Chechens). It follows that internal administrative borders are endogenous to the risk of regional challenges to the center. This does not invalidate our empirical analysis, since our results are conditional on a given set of internal borders.
the costs and benefits of sovereignty are likely to accrue unequally to the rich and the poor. Thus, high $G_i$ would imply low social cohesion, reducing the demand for sovereignty. Alternatively, high $G_i$ may assist agenda-setting elites to push for more autonomy by tapping into a class cleavage. If this hypothesis of “elite capture” is correct, higher inequality should increase the demand for sovereignty.\textsuperscript{28} Both hypotheses are plausible, though they run in opposite directions, so we are agnostic about the relationship between inequality and sovereignty. Our regression analysis will try to adjudicate between these rival hypotheses since a negative coefficient for $G_i$ will support the organizational hypothesis, while a positive will support the elite hypothesis.

Equation (1) also includes inter-regional inequality ($I_j$), that is, inequality between average incomes of the regions, as a determinant of the demand for sovereignty for two reasons. First, high $I_j$ is associated with larger inter-regional transfers from richer to poorer regions, which should give rich regions incentives to exit or push poor ones to secede if rich regions insist on low transfers. Second, if inter-regional inequality maps on to regional ethnic differences, elites of ethnic minorities in poorer regions could organize demands for secession to enhance the group’s self-esteem. Inter-regional inequality may thus provide both push and pull factors for exit.

**Natural Resources**

Consistent with the logic of the income-sovereignty tradeoff, we would expect the prospect of controlling valuable natural resources and trading them in the global market to increase the demand for sovereignty. Resource-rich regions may often be poor other than for their resource wealth. Thus, the greater the importance of natural resources in regional GDP, the

\textsuperscript{28} The phenomenon of “elite capture” is often found in the empirical work on local community developments. It tends to be associated with less efficient outcomes at the local level. For a discussion of the effect and literature, see Mansuri and Rao (2011, in particular pp. vi and 66ff).
greater should be the region’s demand for sovereignty.\(^{29}\) Aceh in Indonesia, Scotland in the United Kingdom, and Katanga in the 1960’s Congo are examples.

\(H3: \text{Resource-rich regions will demand more sovereignty.}\)

**Other Factors: History, Path-Dependence, Political Institutions**

Historical accidents or previous separatist claims (\(H_d\)) may also influence a region’s sense of distinctiveness and fuel nationalist ideology. Horowitz (1985, 152-55) wrote that secessionism in under-developed countries is often the result of a history of conflict that stems from colonial favoritism, creating distinctions between “advanced” and “backward” groups. The demand for sovereignty may be greater in regions that had experienced a period of independent statehood before being conquered, or following a recent history of violent conflict with the center, which de-legitimizes the center’s authority over the region.

Political repression may also push regions to demand more sovereignty if the supply of sovereignty is not completely inelastic (i.e. in all but the most authoritarian regimes). Democratic institutions may also facilitate the organization and articulation of demands for more sovereignty. Democracy and other measures of political openness are usually country-wide measures, but even small differences in regional levels of political openness or in the strength of political institutions could influence regional sovereignty demands. Where such regional differences in political institutions exist, they could be due to historical accident or path-dependence (e.g., Swiss cantons differ with respect to their reliance on direct democracy and their use of referendums; Finland under the Russian Empire had a relatively powerful regional parliament); or they could be the result of previous sovereignty claims by the regions (e.g. Catalonia and the Basque country in Spain, both of which claimed greater political rights and gained concessions from the center).

\(^{29}\) Looking at the supply side of sovereignty, the greater the importance of regionally concentrated resources to national GDP, the lower should be the probability that the center will be accommodating. Violence should be observed frequently in such cases. For a related argument with reference to Russia, see Treisman (1997, 222, 239).
The strength of regional institutions shapes the ability of elites to claim resources from the center (as in Russia in the early Yeltsin years).

Inter-regional differences in political institutions are likely to be small, as most decentralized countries have uniform treatments of the degree of autonomy of their regions. We therefore do not focus explicitly on such differences and assume that regional political autonomy differences should be reflected in the underlying socio-economic characteristics of the region, which we capture in the model. Country-wide factors such as democracy are captured by controls for country-level unobservables in our model. Since our focus is on sub-national variation, country-level factors that do not vary across sub-national regions are folded into country dummy variables.

**How to Identify Desired Sovereignty?**

Equation (1) represents a long-term relationship, where $S_{ij}^{d*}$ is the desired level of sovereignty that may not be immediately (or always) achieved. $S_{ij}^{d*}$ is not observed, but actual sovereignty ($S_{ij}^d$) is observed. When there is a discrepancy between the two, there should be tensions, manifesting themselves in a number of ways, ranging from protest movements to secessionist civil war. The discrepancy between desired and actual sovereignty ($D_{ij}$) is a latent variable that we can proxy by the observable level of conflict over sovereignty. Conflict—all organized political action in pursuit of more sovereignty—implies that $D_{ij} > 0$. As $D_{ij}$ increases, conflict ($C_{ij}$) intensity should increase.

The relationship between desired and actual sovereignty is shown in Figure 1. Along the 45-degree line, actual sovereignty is an exact measure of desired sovereignty, since $S_{ij}^{d*} = S_{ij}^d$. Regions will be located either on the 45-degree line or to the right of it, where $S_{ij}^{d*} > S_{ij}^d$. Desired sovereignty can never be less than observed sovereignty in equilibrium: regions with more sovereignty than they want can give it back and should not incur costs to fight over excess sovereignty. In this model, actual sovereignty proxies desired sovereignty with error. The error
is non-random and is systematically related to conflict intensity. In other words, observed levels of sovereignty would be a downward-biased estimate of desired sovereignty and we can approximate the bias with a measure of conflict intensity. If conflict in Chechnya and Palestine is intense, this is because the difference between actual and desired sovereignty is large and this would be represented by a point such as A in Figure 1. By contrast, Corsica and Wales, where there is less intense sovereignty conflict, may be at a point such as B.

Figure 1: Observed sovereignty (S) as an estimator of desired sovereignty (S*)

In this model, desired sovereignty equals actual sovereignty plus conflict (C_{ij}). Thus,

\[ S_{ij}^{d} = S_{ij} + C_{ij} \]  

(2)

Combining (1) and (2), we get the relationship which we estimate empirically:
\[ S_{ij}^d = f(s_{ij}, F_{ij}, R_{ij}, I_{ij}, G_{ij}, H_{ij}, P_f) - C_{ij} + \varepsilon_{ij} \]  

(3), where \( \varepsilon_{ij} \) is a random error term and all the other terms as explained before. It is the presence of conflict, which we observe, that allows us to detect a discrepancy between desired and actual sovereignty. By construction, conflict enters (3) with a negative sign.

A complication in estimating such a model is that conflict is determined endogenously by the interaction of factors influencing sovereignty demand and supply. In a sense, conflict is the “price” of freedom. The model should thus be estimated via instrumental variables regression to identify the effect of conflict on sovereignty, but we do not believe that a valid instrument can be found. No prior study of the effects of decentralization on any number of outcomes has proposed a valid instrumental variables approach to estimate the effects of conflict on decentralization or vice versa. Thus, we are unable to make causal claims, but still believe that it is informative to present correlations on the correlates of decentralization, and the negative correlation between conflict and actual (observed) sovereignty would serve as a plausibility check on our model.

3. Data

As units of analysis, we use the primary administrative subdivision (provinces, states, republics, departments) of decentralized countries, which we define as all countries with multi-tiered political systems or unitary systems with significant economic decentralization.\(^{30}\) Forty eight countries meet our decentralization threshold, yielding 876 regions. We have one observation per region for the period from the mid-1990s to the early 2000’s. The number of regions in each country ranges from 2 in Serbia-Montenegro to 89 in Russia (we correct for this

\(^{30}\) The list includes all countries that are not identified as having centralized systems in Polity III database and we add countries according to other criteria and our own research to expand the period coverage of Polity III. The coding procedure is explained at length in a supplement. Coding notes for this dataset are too lengthy to present here and will be posted online upon publication. All variables are coded for a single year and that year was determined by available economic data on regional taxes and revenues and the date of the household surveys that we use to code regional income.
imbalance in the regression analysis by using weights equal to the inverse of number of regions in each country).

The dominant approach in the literature has been to analyze separatist conflicts using countries or country-years as units of analysis. This approach often fails to establish a close connection between theoretical expectations and empirical results. Several findings from country-year studies of civil war are based on spurious correlations. For example, a positive correlation between civil war and a measure of a country’s resource-dependence is thought to support the hypothesis that civil wars occur as a result of armed groups’ motivation to loot. But it is often the case that civil wars in resource-dependent countries take place in a resource-poor part of the country with no clear link between resources and violence. By disaggregating the data to sub-national regions, we can establish a closer correspondence between theory and evidence.

Another approach has been to use ethnic groups as units of analysis. This also has limitations for our study. First, it is not clear which are the relevant groups. Most studies pick linguistic groups, but racial, religious, or regional cleavages may be more salient in different countries and may generate sovereignty demand. Second, claims for self-determination are also often made by non-ethnic groups or aggregations of ethnic groups, which we would not be able to account for using ethnic groups as units. Third, ethnic groups demanding sovereignty usually have a geographical referent in mind and pre-defined political boundaries are often useful in establishing such a geographical referent.

For these reasons, we find it advantageous to focus on administrative regions. Regions are governance units which can help groups organize their demands for sovereignty, so it is important to capture regional characteristics and not simply group differences. As a practical matter, many of our explanatory variables, such as income and inequality, are simply not measurable at the group level. While many group-level studies of separatism claim to use measures similar to ours—for example, of the degree of economic inequality among ethnic groups—household income data that are necessary to measure group-based inequality are not
available for most countries so results from such studies are questionable. By contrast, we can use data from household surveys and population censuses to compute measures of intra- and inter-regional income differences as well as measures of regional distinctiveness.

There are, however, some limitations to our approach. Since we exploit regional variation, country-wide factors are only captured by fixed effects in the analysis, so we have to bracket some theoretically interesting factors. Another, already-mentioned, issue is that internal borders can be endogenous to demands for sovereignty. This, however, is not a problem for our analysis, since we condition our expectations on a given set of borders. Different complications arise if a group’s homeland extends beyond existing administrative boundaries so the group might seek sovereignty in two or more adjacent regions, none of which individually has characteristics that our theory would associate with sovereignty demand. Alternatively, larger regions may include two competing sovereignty movements. We deal with these complications with appropriate right-hand-side controls in robustness tests.\textsuperscript{31}

\textit{Proxying Actual Sovereignty}

We propose an economic measure of sovereignty: the share of regional expenditures that can be financed out of regional revenues. We have these data for 603 regions. The ratio ranges from almost 0 to 1 with a median level of 0.57, pooling all regions and countries. In some cases, the ratio is above 1, but we truncate the index since in those cases we consider that there can be effective autonomy.\textsuperscript{32} An unbound version of the index is also used in robustness tests.

\textsuperscript{31} We code regions with more than one sovereignty movement; adjacent regions with the same sovereignty movement; groups that are not the majority in any single region, but are concentrated in two or more adjacent regions; and we check how these cases influence the results of the analysis.

\textsuperscript{32} Data for this variable come from national statistical yearbooks and the variable is coded for the year for which we have household survey data on income or the closest year, in a few cases before the year income is measured. We treat the 0-1 index as a continuous variable. The results presented later are robust to the use of Tobit regression, which accounts for the truncation of the variable at 1 (see supplement).
Underlying this measure is an assumption that political autonomy is more meaningful if regions can finance their expenditures out of their own revenues, hence establishing a degree of independence from the center. Regions that spend a lot out of central government transfers are less independent in that they are uncertain if they can fund their future spending deficits, since from year to year the center might adjust the transfer amount.

Although we propose an economic measure of sovereignty, our analysis is likely to apply also to different concepts of decentralization or autonomy.\(^{33}\) While economic decentralization (income and asset redistribution and regional fiscal decentralization) and political decentralization are conceptually distinct, they are highly correlated.\(^{34}\) This is confirmed by simple bivariate correlations. Using data from the Polity III database, we coded three binary variables denoting the level of centralization (federal, semi-federal, and centralized) and correlated each indicator with an economic decentralization index – the size of regional expenditures as a share of total government expenditures (this index is compiled by Fisman and Gatti (2000), using data from the International Monetary Fund’s *Government Finance Statistics*). Economic decentralization data are averaged for each country for the period 1980-95, and political decentralization is taken for the year 1994. The Pearson correlation between a binary variable identifying all federal systems\(^{35}\) and a variable denoting economically decentralized countries (identified as those countries with a decentralization level above the sample mean) is positive and highly significant (Pearson $\chi^2(1) =$

---

\(^{33}\) On decentralization measures and concepts, see Fisman and Gatti (2002) and Treisman (1997). The results we present are substantively the same for federal systems and for unitary systems with some degree of regional fiscal independence. Our analysis could be extended to different political measures of sovereignty, such as a region’s freedom to choose its own secondary school curriculum, its freedom to use local languages in teaching, and so on. Another fairly common measure of sovereignty demand is the vote share of ethno-regional parties (see De Winter and Tursan 1998, Sorens 2005, Gordin 2001). But voting could be strategic and that measure limits analysis to electoral democracies with developed regional parties. Party strength as a measure of ethnopolitical interest in autonomy is also mostly applicable to advanced industrialized countries (see Levi and Hechter 1985).

\(^{34}\) See Diaz-Cayeros (n.d.); Treisman (1997). Economic decentralization is also positively correlated with the level of democracy (see Garrett and Rodden 2003).

\(^{35}\) With semi-federal and centralized systems combined coded as 0, and federal systems as defined in the Polity III database.
6.88). A much less significant relationship emerges for semi-federal systems and a highly
significant negative relationship emerges between politically centralized and economically
decentralized countries. These results suggest that there is a strong correlation between economic
and political decentralization and that even though our empirical analysis is based on an
economic measure of decentralization, it should also apply to political decentralization.36

Conflict over Sovereignty

Since some of the same motivating factors could underlie all demands for sovereignty,
our primary measure of conflict over sovereignty includes both violent and non-violent claims for
all forms of self-determination. Conflict (sd) is coded as a binary variable, taking the value of 1 if
a political movement or party makes public demands for more autonomy. Demands for greater
fiscal decentralization and national independence are lumped together as well as demands that fall
between these two extremes. The first step is to identify all groups making claims for self-
determination in all countries in our sample. This information is organized at the group level and
groups are both ethnic and non-ethnic (also aggregations of distinct groups that make claims as a
coalition). Because our unit of analysis is the region and in some cases movements or political
parties represent more than a single group, we code for aggregations of ethnic groups in some
cases (e.g. the Southern Sudanese are treated as a group).37

The next step is to identify the regions in which those groups were politically active.

36 We collected data on the degree of political autonomy of the regions but the measure is too
course and there is little within-country variation. Typically, if regions have locally elected
executive, legislature, or both, this is true for all regions in the same country. So we do not use
this measure in the analysis.
37 We identify such cases in the data (broadgroup=1) so we can check if sovereignty demands in
adjacent states are due to the fact that the coded group is an aggregate of smaller groups that other
studies might code separately. In most cases, we try to break down groups so that our measures
are region-specific. For example, in Mexico, other studies code demands made by Mayans, but
there is sufficient heterogeneity within that group and we code self-determination claims made by
individual Mayan groups (Nahuatl, Tzotzil, Mixteco, etc.), measure each group’s share of the
regional population in each case.
organization provides that information and regions with an active groups making sovereignty
claims are coded $sd = 1$ and 0 otherwise. Most claims are non-violent. We also identify claims
that are made violently ($violent_sd$). These are usually low-to-intermediate level armed conflicts
and, in a few cases, separatist wars.

We have coded 222 regions as having a movement demanding more sovereignty, 47 of
which are violent. Conflict was coded on the basis of encyclopedic sources (Minahan 1996;
Dagenhard 1988), news archives (Keesings, Lexis-Nexis) and country case studies, so we are not
limited by the sample selection problems that arise in the Minorities at Risk (MAR) database or
other comparable sources since we collected data for all countries in our sample and not just those
with a significant level of minority discrimination. We have data for small groups such as the
Friulians in Italy, or nonviolent groups in developed democracies, such as the Lombardians
(again in Italy), which would typically be excluded from MAR and other datasets of conflict.

Two risks associated with including non-violent groups is that we can count even fringe
groups that have little popular support; and that it is difficult to establish the start and end-dates of
activity for nonviolent movements. One can quibble over which movements are active in a given
year, or which cases represent legitimate movements. Our approach is to flag those cases that are
potentially ambiguous and discuss them in detail in the supplement, explaining why some were
dropped from the analysis and others included. We drop some groups that are mentioned in
encyclopedic sources if closer investigation reveals them to be too small (e.g. Koryaks and
Itel’men in Russia’s Kamchatskaya oblast); if their political organizations represent minor fringes
of groups with extremely low levels of public support in their group (e.g. Newfoundlanders and
Westerners in Canada; the Lusatian Sorbs in Germany’s Saxony and Brandenburg regions); or if
the group is too diffuse, representing a loose association of a regionally-based identity group (e.g.
Southerners in South Carolina). Ambiguous cases can be dropped in robustness tests.

Finally, in a few regions, we find two or more competing movements for sovereignty
(e.g. Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders in Australia’s Queensland province; or Fleming and
Walloon in the Brussels region of Belgium). Our approach was to include those but flag them in the dataset so they can be dropped in robustness tests since the logic of competing sovereignty movements in the same region might be different from the model we propose here. We treat in analogous fashion cases where the same group is active in adjoining regions since in these cases, our region-based ethnic concentration variable might not capture the effect of ethnic difference on sovereignty demand. These could be cases where the group is too broad (e.g. Aborigines) and we have no data on smaller subgroups; or the group is large and has a historical homeland that does not map onto current administrative boundaries.

Income & Inequality

We use household surveys to obtain regional per capita *disposable income*. Thus, we have a fully comparable statistic across regions and countries. Previous country-level studies of regional separatism have used rough measures of differences in regional GDP per capita within countries. However, GDP data include income from production of natural resources, which does not necessarily remain within the region, limiting the usefulness of that measure for a test of our hypothesis that wealthier regions will have higher demand for sovereignty. A region may appear rich because it produces a valuable commodity (say, oil) while its people are in reality poor. Our household survey data show the actual income level of people living in each region.\(^{38}\)

Relative regional income is the ratio between regional mean per capita income and nation-wide mean per capita income. Income matters only in relative terms – i.e. regional income compared to the rest of the country matters, not income in absolute terms. Obviously, the better-off regions will have a value greater than 1. We have data for 684 regions with values ranging from 0.08 (Magadan Oblast in Russia) to 2.8 (Moscow). We also use income share of each

\(^{38}\) A small problem with household survey data may be in advanced industrial countries in which unemployment income or pensions are partly covered through central transfers.
region (this is the share of total regional income in total national income): it ranges from near zero in Lakshadweep in India\textsuperscript{39} to 0.83 in England (U.K.)

Using these household income data, we compute income Gini coefficients for each region, measuring within-region inter-personal income inequality. Economic regions in Armenia and Slovak republic all have low levels of inequality and the highest Gini coefficient values are in Brazil, Colombia, and some regions of Nigeria, Senegal, and South Africa.

\textit{Natural Resources}

The relative abundance of natural resources across regions is another important variable in the model. Ideally, we would want to know the value of all territorially concentrated tradeable resources in each region. Any number of primary commodities could be important for the local or national economy (coffee in Burundi and Colombia, diamonds in Sierra Leone and South Africa, natural gas in Indonesia and Russia). The ideal measure is thus the share of total national resources for each region, but such a measure can only be computed for a few countries and a small number of agricultural commodities, minerals, and precious stones due to the paucity of data on the location of different commodities and the lack of region-level breakdowns of the total dollar-value of production or trade in these commodities. Thus our analysis is inevitably limited. We collected data on oil and natural gas and identified with a binary variable all the regions that have substantial amounts of these resources (exploited or unexploited reserves are coded; see supplement for coding details and geological maps for each country).

\textit{Regional Ethnic Difference}

To measure regional ethno-cultural differences from the rest of the country, we identify all groups larger than 1\% of the country’s population and collect data on the size of as many of

\textsuperscript{39} Data for India are for rural areas. Urban and rural income data are reported in separate surveys. We selected the rural data as more directly relevant to the question at hand.
them as possible both at the country level and the region level. We need to make a judgment call to decide the relevant cleavage along which groups are identified. In most cases, language forms the most politically relevant cleavage, but in other cases religion or other another cleavage dimension is more politically salient so we focus on those.

Our preferred way of coding regional distinctiveness is the following: for each region, identify the dominant group (A) as the largest group in the region that is not the national majority and collect information on what share of the country-wide population of group A lives in that region as opposed to other regions of the country; as well as information on other (non-A) national minority groups in the region. A region is coded as sufficiently “different” if (i) most its inhabitants belong to group A (a national minority) and (ii) most of A’s members live in the region. The intuition behind this “double-requirement” approach is clear: if almost all people belonging to an ethnic group live in one region, and they represent a strong majority there, such a region will be very distinct from the rest of the country. Ideally the data would fill a matrix with one dimension giving ranges of the share of group A inside the region and the other dimension giving ranges of A’s share of the regional population. The intensity of demands for sovereignty should be proportional to the degree of regional difference.

Data to fill such a matrix are available for a few countries using census data, other government documents, and secondary sources. Switzerland, for example, has good data. It also has several regions that are dominated by an ethnic minority: Fribourg, Geneva, Jura, Neuchatel, Valais (Scion), and Vaud (Lausanne) are all dominated by French-speakers, with regional population percentages in the 60-88% range. However, French speakers are not concentrated in any one of those regions, so the degree of “regional difference” from the rest of the country is not large. Because such high-quality data from censuses do not exist for most countries, we computed the index of ethnic difference using, where possible, actual census numbers and shares of group populations, but in most countries data we were reduced to coding a binary variable denoting whether or not a region is sufficiently ethnically different from the rest of the country.
That variable, $ethcon$, is coded, reflecting our “double requirement,” equal to 1 if 70% or more of a national minority group lives in the region and makes up the regional majority.

A complication arises from the fact that there could be cases where the same national minority group is spread over several regions, and is concentrated in an area larger than the administrative region that we use as our units. This could occur where large groups have historical homelands that do not map onto administrative boundaries. If our data extended back to the American civil war, for example, we would code “Southerners” as having a sovereignty movement in several adjoining regions, but $ethcon$ would be coded 0 for each of those regions. We deal with this problem by coding another binary variable ($minregmaj$) that identifies all regions where a national minority makes up more than 50% of the regional population without considering the concentration dimension. We also code a binary variable identifying all regions in which the same group is seeking sovereignty ($same\_group$) and another variable identifying all adjoining regions with active sovereignty movements ($sd\_adjoin$). These allow us to check if cases do not fit our model because ethnic group boundaries spill over administrative boundaries.

**Democracy and Political Institutions**

Our study abstracts from country-wide regime characteristics, such as the level of democracy.\(^{40}\) It is plausible that sudden regime change can induce sovereignty demand, especially following the collapse of an authoritarian regime.\(^{41}\) Democratization amounts to a renegotiation of the terms on which the polity has operated up to that point, creating expectations of greater freedom. Indeed, instability at the center implies higher effective sovereignty in the

---

\(^{40}\) That said, there is no significant difference in the mean level of sovereignty across regime types in our data and no significant correlation of regime type and conflict over sovereignty (see results in the supplement). The effect of other covariates (e.g. population) on sovereignty is slightly different across regime types. Regime type is coded on the basis the Polity IV database (Marshall and Jaggers 2000), taking a five-year average for the period from 1995-2000.

\(^{41}\) The destabilizing effects of bursts of democracy have been discussed extensively since Tocqueville (1856). Gurr (2000) links stable democracies to lower levels of ethnopolitical conflict.
periphery. When the German Reich collapsed and democracy was ushered in at the end of World War I, Germany quickly (and temporarily) reverted to a number of independent states. Similar was the fate of the Russian Empire in 1917-21: all its constituent parts became suddenly independent, some without having previously considered independence. While the Soviet power later managed to bring many back into the fold by crushing resistance in Georgia, Armenia or the Ukraine, a few were gone for good (Finland, Poland), and several others remained independent for a few decades (Moldova, the Baltic republics). Of course, the recent break-up of the Soviet Union is another example of sovereignty demands unleashed by democratization as is Spain, where regions renegotiated their position in the union after the Francoist regime.

**Distance**

Physical distance between the region and the center may influence the center’s ability to control the region. Border regions are more likely to develop secessionism, partly due to the influence of irredentist groups across the border and partly because of contagion effects from neighboring conflicts. We code a distance measure as a control variable.

4. Results

Since conflict is the equilibrating mechanism in the model, we cannot identify its causal effect on sovereignty without a valid instrument. This endogeneity problem arises in some form in all studies of the relationship between decentralization and conflict or other policy outcomes, but the standard approach in the literature is to assume exogeneity. While we acknowledge the problem, we do not believe that a valid instrumental variable can be found. That said, the endogeneity problem may not be severe in our model if the center’s decision to accommodate

---

42 Most studies ignore the problem. An exception is Brancati’s (2006, 663) model of separatist conflict, but her instruments for decentralization (country size and status as a former British colony) do not satisfy the exclusion restriction. Both variables can have direct effects on conflict through other mechanisms: colonial status affects all political institutions; large physical size impedes the center’s control over separatists in the periphery.
regional sovereignty demands depends more on country-wide factors and less on region-specific factors. We have argued that regional demands depend more on region-specific factors, but the center must also consider the effects of granting autonomy to any region on future demands by other regions (see Walter 2006). Thus, in countries with many possible claimants, the center may be unwilling to grant autonomy to any region. If the supply of sovereignty depends on country-wide factors more than regional demand, the endogeneity problem is lessened, but it is not eliminated since the regions in formulating their demands could also consider the center’s reaction to other regions’ similar demands.

Given that we have found it impossible to identify an instrumental variable, we cannot estimate a causal model of sovereignty demand. But our data allow us to establish if a correlation exists between observed sovereignty at the regional level and all those regional characteristics that should shape sovereignty demand. This in itself is interesting, since no prior study has shown such correlations using region-level data.

All regressions control for country fixed effects to capture unobserved country-level differences in the overall level of decentralization and other country-level variables that we have included in equation (1), such as inter-regional income inequality and political institutions. Since the number of administrative subdivisions varies by country, we weigh observations by the inverse of the number of regions in each country so that countries with many subdivisions (such as Russia, Brazil, India, and the Philippines) do not dominate the results.

A first look at the data reveals that, on average, regions with conflict have only slightly lower levels of sovereignty, but the difference from regions without conflict is not statistically significant. Indeed, there are regions with both violent conflict and above-average levels of sovereignty. Examples of conflict regions with above-average level of sovereignty include Spain’s Basque region, the Cordillera and Mindanao regions of the Philippines, Lagos in Nigeria, Kosovo in Serbia, Tabasco and Oaxaca in Mexico, Aceh in Indonesia. This is fully consistent with our model, however: the presence of conflict means that at a point such as C in Figure 1
there is still unmet demand for sovereignty, even though observed (actual) sovereignty at C is above the mean (its position on the vertical axis is high). Our model only requires that conflict be present when observed regional sovereignty is low relative to sovereignty demand. If underlying “fundamentals” are low and there is still violence, this would suggest that separatist conflicts are not explained primarily by the region’s actual level of sovereignty and this would be consistent with an elite-driven explanation in which nationalist elites make demands despite concessions.

Table 1 includes the regression results. The model in Column 1 follows closely equation (3). As expected, we find that both higher regional per capita income (relative to the country-wide mean) and higher regional population are associated with greater observed sovereignty consistent with hypothesis H1. So is the presence of natural wealth in the region, which is consistent with our hypothesis H3. In all these cases, the significance of the coefficients is very high. Inequality within region is also positively associated with observed sovereignty which gives some credence to the view that regional sovereignty demands are elite-driven.

Conflict over sovereignty has the expected negative sign (see equation 3), but it is not statistically distinguishable from zero. The relationship between conflict and observed sovereignty may not be linear and it may be conditional on other regional characteristics (something that we consider in columns 3 and 4, where we add interactions to the model).

An interesting result, which contradicts our hypothesis 2, is that more ethnically distinct regions are not associated with greater observed sovereignty. In fact, the relationship is negative and, if we drop European countries where the effect of ethnic difference may be different because of the prevalence of mature democracies (column 2), it is also statistically significant. According

---

43 These results are robust to the addition of controls to address some of the coding complexities identified in the previous section. Results are basically the same if we exclude the few regions with competing sovereignty movements (two or more minorities claiming the same region as their own); or if we exclude regions in which the groups making claim are too broad (e.g. Aborigines, Native Americans) and we cannot establish if all regions with substantial populations from these groups have substantial sovereignty claims. Controlling for regions with a land border also does not affect the results, so we do not show these results. The results are also robust to using the unbound version of the sovereignty index.
to our model, this is likely to increase sovereignty demand and unmet demand should result in conflict in ethnically distinct regions.

Table 1 – OLS Regression of Observed Sovereignty on Determinants of Sovereignty Demand

Coefficients with standard errors in parentheses; country fixed effects and regional weights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative regional income</td>
<td>0.153** (0.023)</td>
<td>0.154** (0.024)</td>
<td>0.158** (0.023)</td>
<td>0.385** (0.079)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional population share</td>
<td>0.260** (0.098)</td>
<td>0.281* (0.125)</td>
<td>0.236* (0.097)</td>
<td>0.284** (0.097)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional ethnic distinctiveness (binary)</td>
<td>-0.057 (0.139)</td>
<td>-0.121* (0.052)</td>
<td>-0.038 (0.038)</td>
<td>-0.584** (0.179)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil or natural gas in region</td>
<td>0.056** (0.017)</td>
<td>0.051* (0.021)</td>
<td>0.060** (0.016)</td>
<td>0.061** (0.016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Gini (within regional inter-personal inequality)</td>
<td>0.003* (0.001)</td>
<td>0.004** (0.002)</td>
<td>0.001 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.005* (0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict over sovereignty (binary)</td>
<td>-0.003 (0.015)</td>
<td>0.001 (0.019)</td>
<td>-0.167** (0.048)</td>
<td>-0.127** (0.049)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction: conflict and regional Gini</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.004** (0.001)</td>
<td>0.003** (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction: ethnic distinctiveness and regional Gini</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.016** (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction: regional income and regional Gini</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>-0.005** (0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.312** (0.098)</td>
<td>-0.420** (0.111)</td>
<td>-0.262** (0.098)</td>
<td>-0.414** (0.113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Fixed Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations (Regions)</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-test for model (p-value)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R squared</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Relative income share and population share are fractions (all regions sum to a national total of 1). Relative regional income is mean regional income divided by mean national income (both calculated from household surveys). Regional Gini, calculated from household surveys, is expressed in percentages (ranges from 0 to 100). Significance levels of 5% and 1% are indicated by two and one asterisks respectively.

In regression 3, we add to the model an interaction term between conflict and regional inequality. The signs and significance of coefficients on relative income, population share, and region’s natural wealth are basically unaffected. The coefficient on conflict now becomes negative as posited in the model with very high statistical significance. An important new result is that the effect of inequality on sovereignty is indirect and a higher regional inequality, contingent
on the presence of conflict, is associated with greater observed sovereignty. To explore further the idea that the effect of regional inequality may be contingent on other factors, in Column 4 we present results from a regression that includes an interaction term between regional inequality and ethnic distinctiveness and another variable interacting inequality and regional income. Regional distinctiveness, pace our hypothesis 2, now definitely turns negative and is statistically significant way, but its interaction with regional inequality is positive. Controlling for a given level of ethnic distinctiveness, higher regional inequality is associated with greater observed regional sovereignty. This supports the elite-capture hypothesis regarding how higher regional income inequality gets translated into demand for sovereignty. \(^{44}\) Finally, another interesting new result is that the interaction between regional income and inequality is negative, which is consistent with richer regions dampening their demands for more autonomy as the presumed need for greater within-regional redistribution increases. With less sovereignty, the burden of redistribution falls to the center rather than the region.\(^{45}\)

5. Conclusion

The analysis in this paper has pointed to several important relationships not previously shown in cross-country studies of decentralization and sovereignty demand. Using disaggregated data with regions as units of observation and controlling for country-specific fixed effects, we find that richer, more populous and resource-endowed regions are more likely to enjoy higher degrees of sovereignty. This is consistent with our hypotheses. Richer, larger regions are better able to provide public goods to their citizens: either because they are richer, or, controlling for their wealth, because they are more populous and thus per capita costs of provision are less. They

\(^{44}\) However the increase in the Gini has to be more than 30 points to overturn the negative coefficient associated with ethnic distinctiveness.

\(^{45}\) This hypothesis is consistent with the main predictions of a model by Beramendi (2009).
demand more sovereignty. They are also often in a position of power in the country, which explains why the observed level of sovereignty is on average higher in those regions.

The role of regional ethnic distinctiveness is more ambiguous and the effects of ethnic distinctiveness are likely to be contingent on other variables, as are the effects of regional inequality. We find that the relationship between ethnic distinctiveness and sovereignty is mediated by the level of inequality within region. In fact, one of our key findings is the role played by regional inequality in more ethnically distinct settings as inequality helps spur demand for greater sovereignty in ethnically distinct regions, consistent with what we termed an “elite” mechanism of how regional demands are made. Inequality also mediates the effect of other covariates, such as regional income and regional conflict (sovereignty demands).

This is, to our knowledge, the first direct test of the role that income inequality at the regional level plays in the determination of sovereignty levels and conflict over sovereignty. Earlier studies did not utilize data at the regional level and were limited to correlations national-level inequality and conflict, which is a blunt way of cutting the problem. Our study reveals some of the complicated ways that economic inequality affects political conflict over self-determination and opens the way to theorizing and further empirical testing of the relationship between inequality and political conflict.
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